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Module 4 Deep Dive Guide: 

Cover Letters, Emails & Samples 
Plus, Phone Calls & Other Methods to Stand Out as a Top Job Candidate 
 

 
Crafting a Killer Cover Letter 

Recruiters typically spend less than a 
minute reading your cover letter and only 
40% read them at all. So why bother? 
Because improving your cover letter can 
greatly improve your job prospects. 
 

A strong cover letter can 
convince recipients to 
consider you.  
 
Here’s how you can create a consistently 
strong cover letter that will bring results: 
 
Choose the right salutation.  
To start, if you know the person’s name 
and gender, use the information: Dear 
Mr. Tompkins, Dear Dr. Tompkins, or 
Dear Ms. Tompkins. In general, use the 
proper Mr., Ms., or Dr. title and the 
person's last name rather than just their 
first name unless you are acquainted 
with the person or want to let the 
recipient know that you are typically on a 
first name basis with executives. Using a 
woman's first name is also an acceptable 
alternative if you don’t know if she uses 
Mrs., Miss, or Ms. before her name.  
Personally I avoid Miss or Mrs. since you 
don’t know which the recipient prefers. 

If you don’t know the person's gender 
(and can’t figure it out searching 
LinkedIn for his/her profile), but do 
know their first name or initial, use a 
construction like Dear Pat Brimley or 
Dear P. Brimley.  
 
If need be, call and ask the company’s 
receptionist to confirm that you have 
the correct name, spelling and title. Or, 
look up the person on LinkedIn, or 
research the name on Google.  
 
If the recipient's name is unknown, 
consider these options (in order of my 
preference): 
 
Dear Hiring Executive, 
Dear Hiring Manager, 
Dear Human Resources,  
  
Include the title of the position, the 
company name and where you heard 
about it in the opening.  
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IMPORTANT!  

Don’t just change your cover 
letter for each opening … 
change your resume! 
Companies may only run your 
resume through its Applicant 
Tracking System so unless your 
resume matches the job, you 
won’t score well! 
 



Should you: A) Attach a cover letter or B) Put your message in the email body? 
I say, C: Do both! That way, you impress recipients in the email AND give them the 

ability to easily print your cover letter to include in your file. At the end of your email 
message, simply state, “Please find this same message, in printable format, attached.” 

  

Include the company name, job 
title and where you heard about 
the opening.  
Example: “I am very interested in XYZ 
Corporation’s Telecommunications 
Manager opening that I read about on 
Monster.”  [This information helps busy 
recruiters route your paperwork properly 
and lets them know which job posting 
service is drawing candidates]. 
 

Share why you are passionate 
about the company.  
Example to a plant science nonprofit:  
“I am particularly interested in your 
organization because I am passionate 
about plant science discoveries. I serve on 
the ABC Ecology Board where we work to 
improve funding for forest research. I 
would like to bring this passion and plant 
science experience to the XYZ Center.” 
 

State your connection.  
If you know someone within the 
company, mention your relationship (and 
if relevant, how that relationship has 
bearing on why you are applying). 
 
Example:  
"Bob Brown, your Director of Logistics, 
has told me so much about the progress 
that you are making in curing cancer. I 
would certainly relish being part of such 
important work. Feel free to ask him 
about me. He knows my background."    

Sum up why you’re best for the job.  
Don’t repeat your resume verbatim, but 
briefly summarize how your background 
and abilities can help the target company 
succeed. Bold key parts for emphasis. 
 
Example: “As you can see in my resume, I 
am a versatile and talented communicator 
with extensive corporate communications, 
marketing, and public relations 
experience using Java while working for 
[IMPRESSIVE COMPANY NAME] and in the 
[RELEVANT INDUSTRY]. I also have 
expertise in counseling executives and 
developing winning communication 
strategies that could greatly benefit XYZ 
Corp.” 
 

Match your cover letter to the job.  
Specifically relay how well your 
background matches the core job 
requirements and how you have worked 
for similar companies and industries. Also 
state that you have experience handling 
equipment or computer applications 
mentioned in the job description. 
 
Consider expounding on a key aspect of 
the job and how you handled a similar 
situation in an exceptional way. 
 

Be creative (but not obnoxious!) 
Seek to set yourself apart from other 
candidates. For example, tell a story that 
portrays your expertise in the best light. 
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Example: “What intrigued me about your 
communications position is the diverse skill 
set required. Here's why. A colleague once 
referred to me as an "ace utility player. He 
explained: ‘If a company needs a public 
relations leader, you are an expert 
publicist. If they need a marketing director, 
a communications pro -- you're it. Most 
people can do one thing well, two at the 
most, but, NAME, you can do it all.’ What 
struck me about his kind words was that he 
zeroed in on what makes me an excellent 
match for this position … versatility.” 
 

Keep it brief.  
Keep your letter to the equivalent of one 
page. If sending it as an email, keep it to 
at most five paragraphs, keeping 
paragraphs short for easy readability. 
 

Consider including a testimonial.  
For example, use the wording from one 
of your LinkedIn recommendations to 
reinforce your qualifications.  
 

Respond to salary requests.  
If the job posting asks for your salary 
requirement, use the tips found in the 
Salary Negotiation module to respond. If 
the posting doesn’t ask, don’t tell, lest it 
disqualify you unnecessarily. 
 

Present a case study. 
State the problem, how you resolved it and 
the successful outcome. Example: “XYZ 
Company suspected employees had stolen 
$100,000 in stolen stereo equipment. I 
installed a camera system which led to the 
arrest of two employees. I received a 
commendation for my efforts.” 
 

Draw attention to your 
qualifications in a visual way.  
Create a table within your cover letter 
listing the main job requirements in the 
left column and your related 
qualifications in the right column to show 
how right you are for the job. 
 

 
 

Include your contact information 
and (if applicable) the best times 
and ways to reach you.  
If you work in an environment where you 
can’t accept calls easily, let potential 
employers know to leave a message, or 
state times when you can talk most 
easily.  
 
Provide your main phone number (with 
area code), as well as your e-mail 
address, and let potential employers 
know which way is your preferred 
communication channel.  
 
Also include your LinkedIn profile URL 
(web address), which you can find just 
under your picture on your LinkedIn 
profile. Customize your profile URL on 
LinkedIn first; which you can learn how to 
do in the LinkedIn Presence module. 
Since 97% of recruiters use LinkedIn to 
find or vet candidates, it’s likely they will 
check you out anyway … why not make it 
easy for them to find you by giving them 
the address? 
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Close strong.  
Boldly request an interview. Example:  
 
 “Please review my resume, then call me 
at NUMBER or e-mail me at E-MAIL 
ADDRESS. Let’s set up a time to talk.” 
 

Add a brief, strong P.S.  
The P.S. section is often the most read 
part of a letter, so use the space to 
succinctly convey how interested and 
qualified you are for the position, and/or 
to invite the recipient to visit your 
LinkedIn profile so they can learn more 
about you.  
 
Example:  
P.S. Feel free to visit my LinkedIn profile 
at www.linkedin.com/in/namelastname/, 
where you can view my 10 LinkedIn 
recommendations and 400+ skills 
endorsements. 
 

And here’s a P.S. for you, job seeker! If 
you apply for a job through an online site, 
immediately send an e-mail message 
(cover letter) to the hiring manager, as 
well as to people you know within the 
company, to let them know that you 
applied. This extra step can help you 
stand out from the majority of 
candidates who only applied online.  
 
Find out how to track down and contact 
such people in the email section of this 
Deep Dive guide.  

Proof your cover letter!  
Recruiters regularly reject candidates due 
to poor writing and typos. If your writing 
or proofing skills are weak, improve them 
or hire someone to draft a standard 
message for you that you can tweak for 
each opening.  
 
If you do use a standard cover letter 
message where you just switch out a few 
details here and there, make sure that 
you have properly changed all relevant 
parts of the letter that should change.  
 
For example, be sure to change the 
company name, lest you mention the 
wrong company like a job applicant did 
when he applied to Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
and wrote about how excited he was 
about the opportunity to work for 
Kentucky Fried Chicken! 
 
Also make sure that you have spelled the 
recipient’s name correctly and that you 
have included his or her correct title. 
Nothing diminishes your chances worse 
than screwing up the recipient’s 
information! 
 
In conclusion … 
 

Don't waste opportunities  
just saying, "Please find my 

resume attached".  
Truly "work" your cover letter 

every time to improve your 
chances of getting hired. 
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COVER LETTER TEMPLATE (See the end results on the next page) 

First Name Last Name 
Street Address, City Name, State 

Phone Number 
Email Address 

LinkedIn Profile Address 

 
 
 
Dear [NAME, IF KNOWN or] Hiring Executive, 
 
I am very interested in COMPANY NAME’S JOB TITLE position and believe that I am 
uniquely qualified for the opportunity because of THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER experience 
[OR EDUCATION] and my ability to DO THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER.   
 
What particularly interested me about the position is that you seek someone who can DO 
THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER MATCHING THE MAIN DUTIES SOUGHT IN THE JOB 
DESCRIPTION.  
 
As you can see on my resume, I have all of these experiences and abilities and more working 
with LISTING OF YOUR RELEVANT COMPANIES. I would relish using my diverse expertise to 
support the success of COMPANY NAME through excellent CORE JOB DUTIES. 
 
I truly want to be part of the COMPANY NAME TEAM BECAUSE [STATE THE REASON]. I am 
also impressed with COMPANY NAME because NAME OF PERSON AT COMPANY AND THEIR 
TITLE has shared so many reasons why he loves working for COMPANY NAME. Feel free to 
reach out to HIM/HER to learn more about why my background makes me such a good fit 
for your team. 
 
I welcome the opportunity to speak with you about the JOB TITLE position at your earliest 
convenience.  I can be reached at PHONE NUMBER or via email at EMAIL ADDRESS.   
 
I will follow up with you by phone on [DATE] to seek to arrange a time to meet. 
 
Thank you,  
First Name Last Name 
 
P.S. Visit my LinkedIn profile at www.linkedin.com/in/YOUR LINKEDIN ADDRESS to learn 
more about my background and to view my [NUMBER] skills endorsements and [NUMBER] 
written recommendations for RELATED EXPERIENCE excellence. Feel free to invite me to 
connect! 

Match your contact 
section style and content 
to the style and content 

on your resume. 

Replace gray areas with content 
that matches the job description 
and known information as closely 

as possible. 
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COVER LETTER EXAMPLE (Based on the template on the previous page) 

First Name Last Name 

Street Address, City Name, State 
Phone Number 
Email Address 

LinkedIn Profile Address 

 
Dear Dr. Jamieson, 
 
I am very interested in Baxalta’s Senior Benefits Analyst position and believe that I am 
uniquely qualified for the opportunity due to my strong benefits analysis, administration 
and implementation experience and my ability to understand and communicate highly 
technical information to clients, senior leaders and teammates.   
 
What particularly interested me about the position is that you seek someone who can 
handle it all … someone who can provide support for global benefit plans, design, develop, 
launch, and message about critical benefit program initiatives, administrate employee 
benefit and pension plans, manage vendors, and resolve issues.  
 
As you can see on my enclosed resume, I have all of these experiences and abilities and 
more working with top companies, including CVS Health, Aon, Mercer, and Kraft Foods 
Group. I would relish using my diverse expertise to support the success of Baxalta through 
excellent benefits/pension analysis, administration and project management. 
 
I truly want to be part of the Baxalta team because of the important work that you do to 
provide solutions for rare and chronic conditions. I am also impressed with Baxalta because 
my friend, Jim Tucker, your Manager of IT Systems, has shared with me so many reasons 
why he loves working for your company. Feel free to reach out to him to learn more about 
why my background makes me such a good fit for your team. 
 
I welcome the opportunity to speak with you about the Senior Benefits Analyst position at 
your earliest convenience. I can be reached at (314) 000-0000 or name@address.com.  
 
I will follow up with you by phone on Tuesday, June 12, to seek to arrange a time to meet. 
 
Thank you,  
First Name Last Name 
 
P.S. -- Visit my LinkedIn profile at www.linkedin.com/in/firstnamelastname to learn more 
about my background and to view my 450+ skills endorsements and 5 written 
recommendations for benefits analyst excellence. Feel free to invite me to connect! 
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Sending Emails that Get Results 
 

Increase your chances of getting 
hired by using email. Here's how: 
Apply for jobs online and then send an 
email to the person who will likely be your 
boss at the hiring company. By doing so, 
you are setting yourself apart from all 
others who just applied online and are 
drawing attention to what make you 
uniquely qualified for the opening with the 
very person who will likely make the hiring 
decision. 

So, if you are applying to be a branding 
specialist, figure that you will be reporting 
to the brand manager. Learn who that 
person is, then send an email message to 
let him/her know that you 1) already 
applied for the job and 2) are the best 
candidate for the job. This will cause the 
person to handle your request in a 
different way than just blowing you off by 
telling you to apply online.  

To learn who the right person is involves 
using LinkedIn, so if you aren’t on LinkedIn 
yet, establish a free profile on it ASAP. 
Then invite all of your friends, former 
classmates, and colleagues to connect 
with you there. The LinkedIn Presence 
module will teach you exactly what to do 
to maximize your use of the site. 

The more LinkedIn connections you have, 
the greater access you will have to an 
extended network of 1st degree 
connections and all of your connections’ 
1st and 2nd degree connections. This 
means, the more LinkedIn connections 
that you have, the easier it will be to find 
the right person at the hiring company.  

Once you are on LinkedIn and have 
established connections, click the 
Advanced link next to get to Advanced 
People Search.  
 

 

Using LinkedIn 
Advanced People 

Search 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Type the person's 
probable title in 
the Title box  
 
 

 Type the 
company's name 
in the Company 
box.  
 
 
 

 If it's a  
multi-location 
corporation and 
you want to search 
locally, select “At 
or near” in the 
Location box and 
then add a local 
zip code into the 
Postal Code box. 
Click search. 
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Narrow the LinkedIn search results until you 
have determined who the right person 
probably is. 

Study his or her profile and see if you can 
find his/her contact information. Then see 
how you are connected to the person. If the 
LinkedIn system prevents you from viewing 
the person’s full profile, log out of LinkedIn 
and search for the person’s profile on 
Google. (LinkedIn sometimes prevents 
viewing full profiles because it wants you to 
pay to upgrade to a premium account).  

 

See how you are connected to the hiring manager. 

If the hiring manager is a 2nd degree 
connection (a friend of one of your 1st 
degree LinkedIn connections), visit your 
friend's profile and then click the down 
arrow next to the Send InMail button. Click 
“Get introduced" and follow the prompts to 
ask your connection to send your message 
to the target person. 

Alternatively, send a regular email with your 
resume to your friend and ask him/her to 
forward your resume to his/her connection 
and vouch for you at the same time. 
 
Or, message the hiring manager directly. 
Seek to find the person's email address on 
Google by putting the person's name, 
company name and the word "email" into 
the search box and seeing if his/her contact 
information comes up in the search findings.  
 

 
Type person’s name, company name and “email”. 

If you can't find the person's email address 
online, try to figure out the construction of 
email addresses at that company. It’s usually 
something like bthatcher@blank.com or 
becky.thatcher@blank.com. Use that 
knowledge to send him or her an email. 
 

 
Type the probable email address of the person into 
Google search. Look for the email address in the 
search results. If it appears, it’s probably correct.  
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When you do send an employer an 
email message … 

1) Use the opportunity to prove to the 
hiring manager that you are the best 
candidate for the job by emphasizing:  
A) how you match the job through your 
experience and education, B) how much 
you want to work for that company and 
C) that you are willing to put in extra 
effort (by researching who they are and 
impressing them through your well 
written message).  
 
Most job candidates don’t take the extra 
step of reaching out to the hiring 
manager, but I KNOW that it works. I 
landed two jobs by reaching out and 
impressing the hiring manager after I 
applied for the job. 

2) Attach work and school samples to show 
recipients that you know exactly what 
you are doing. 

3) Copy your LinkedIn recommendations 
onto a Word document and include the 
sheet as an additional attachment. 

4) Be sure when writing to mention: 
• What job title you seek 
• Who you know at the company who 

can vouch for you and your abilities 
 

Most importantly, let the recipient 
know that you DID apply online. The 

reason to do so is so they can’t just blow 
you off by telling you to apply online.  
Instead, they will feel compelled to pass 
your information on to the recruiter 
assigned to fill the position. 

If the hiring manager is impressed by your 
email message, chances are good that he 
or she will pass it along to the recruiter and 
say something like, “This one looks like a 
good candidate.” Since the recruiter is 
tasked with getting the right person hired 
for the position, he or she will likely add 
you to the short list of people to contact 
for further consideration.  
 

Other Email Messaging Tips 
 Just like with your cover letter 

messages, make sure that your email 
messages are flawless, with no typos 
or factual or grammatical errors. 

 Ensure that your attachments are 
included by attaching them as soon as 
you type the word “attached,” as in, 
“Please find my resume, attached.” 

 Establish a professional sounding 
email address that does not contain 
your birth or graduation year (which 
tells people your age) or references to 
partying, laziness, etc. An email 
address that includes your first and 
last name is best.  

 Add a signature to your email 
messages so recruiters can easily 
contact you. Your signature should 
include: 
o  Your first and last name, 
o  Your phone number  
o  Your email address 
o  Your LinkedIn profile address. Learn 

how: http://goo.gl/QT8ocL 

 Visit the Settings section of your email 
account to add an email signature to 
all of your outgoing messages. 

 Simplify your email background. 
Remove flashing images, colorful 
backgrounds or oversized/tacky fonts. 
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Calling potential employers 
 Calling the probable hiring manager is often 

an effective way to secure an interview after 
applying because it conveys to potential 
employers that you are proactive and 
resourceful. It also appeals to recipients’ ego 
because it shows them that you sought them 
out specifically.  
 
Here’s how to improve your chances of 
securing an interview by calling the hiring 
manager after you’ve applied for the job: 
 

Before the call:  
 Determine who the hiring manager is and 

then send him/her an email with your 
resume and other proof of your abilities. 
State within the email that you will follow 
up on a certain date by phone. 

 Follow up by phone on the date stated. 

 Expect and prepare for the three main 
ways that your call will be answered:  
1) You’ll reach the hiring manager directly 
2) You’ll reach the person’s voicemail 
3) You’ll reach the person’s assistant who 
often acts as the gatekeeper to keep calls 
from reaching the hiring manager. 

 

Use this script if you reach the hiring 
manager directly: 
 
"Hello, I’m FIRST NAME/LAST NAME. I sent 
you an email earlier this week about 
COMPANY NAME’s JOB TITLE opening. Do 
you have a moment to talk?” (PAUSE FOR 
RESPONSE). I applied online for the position, 
but wanted to contact you directly because 
I'm so interested and uniquely suited for the 
position.” 

If you sense annoyance or stress in the 
person’s voice, end the call and send an 
email instead. If, however, the person 
seems open to talk, continue: 
 
“I am highly adept at the [MOST 
IMPORTANT JOB REQUIREMENT] and have 
extensive [SECOND REQUIREMENT] 
experience [OR EDUCATION] in the [NAME 
OF INDUSTRY].  
 
I would love to speak with you in person 
about the opportunity. When could we 
arrange a time to talk? I am available this 
week or next. Thank you.” 
 
Realize that not every hiring manager will 
take your call or agree to meet with you, 
but calling them gets them to know who 
you are, which can help, if done well. 
 

Use a modified version of the script 
if you reach the person’s voicemail. 
 
Say: “Hello, This is FIRST NAME / LAST 
NAME. I sent an email to you earlier this 
week about COMPANY NAME’s JOB TITLE 
opening. I applied online for the position, 
but wanted to reach out to you personally 
because I'm so interested and uniquely 
suited for the role. I’d love to speak with 
you about the opportunity.  
 
You can reach me, FIRST NAME / LAST 
NAME, at PHONE NUMBER WITH AREA 
CODE. That's [S-L-O-W-l-Y] PHONE 
NUMBER WITH AREA CODE. I will call back 
later today if I haven’t heard from you first. 
Thank you.” 
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   Or, to stay mysterious, just say: 
   
“Hello, My name is FIRST NAME / LAST 
NAME. I sent an email to you earlier this 
week. Please call me -- FIRST NAME / LAST 
NAME, at PHONE NUMBER WITH AREA 
CODE. That's [S-L-O-W-l-Y] PHONE 
NUMBER. I will call you later today if I 
haven't heard from you first. Thank you. 

 
Use this script if you reach the 
person’s assistant (gatekeeper):  
 
“Hello, My name is FIRST NAME / LAST 
NAME. Is HIRING MANAGER’S NAME 
available?” 
 
(OPTIONAL) “I’m following up on an email 
that I sent him/her earlier this week.”[IF 
PRESSED FOR DETAILS, SAY]: “I would like 
to speak to HIM/HER about the [JOB TITLE] 
OPENING.”  
 
If the assistant won’t pass you through to 
the hiring manager, ask if you can leave a 
message on the person’s voicemail. 
 

Tried calling, but the hiring manager 
is too busy to take your call? 
Here’s what to do next. Send them an 
email message stating: 
 
“I’m sorry to have caught you at a hectic 
moment when I called today. I am 
following up on an email I sent you earlier 
this week about [COMPANY NAME’S JOB 
TITLE]. I applied online for the position, but 
wanted to reach out to you personally 
because I'm so interested and uniquely 
qualified for the role. 

I would love to speak with you about the 
opportunity. I am highly adept at the 
[MOST IMPORTANT JOB REQUIREMENT] 
and have extensive [SECOND MOST 
IMPORTANT REQUIREMENT] experience in 
the [NAME OF RELEVANT INDUSTRY].When 
would be a good time to talk? I am 
available this week. Next week is also good 
for me. My contact information is below.”    
 
Thank you, FIRST NAME/LAST NAME 
[EMAIL SIGNATURE]   
 

General Phone & Voicemail Tips  
 

 Don’t call companies that say, “Do not 
call,” in the job posting. 

 Don’t ask someone if they received 
your resume! It’s presumptuous to 
expect them to stop what they are 
doing to go track it down. 

 If you can’t get past voicemail, make 
the most of leaving a message. Prepare 
and practice what you will say. 

 Keep your voicemail message brief and 
friendly. Don’t talk too fast or repeat 
yourself unnecessarily.  

 State your name and phone number 
(SLOWLY) at the beginning of the phone 
call, then repeat both at the end. To 
ensure they hear the number correctly, 
state it two different ways: 314-5-5-1-2, 
that’s 314-fifty-five, twelve. 

 Avoid saying “um”.  

 Mention the names of people who you 
know at the hiring company or who are 
mutual connections to build rapport. 

 State that you will call back at a certain 
time and then call at the time that you 
promised. 
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Standing out through samples

Are you good at what you do  
(or what you want to do)?  
   
If you are outstanding in your field, how 
will employers know it if you don’t show 
them? Samples can be one of the best 
ways to prove that you are the best choice.  
 
In this section, we will talk about why and 
how to create samples and how to post 
and promote them so that those making 
hiring decisions will see them and be 
impressed enough to take action. 
 

Why create samples? Because if an 
employer doesn't know you and 
hasn't seen your samples, your 
work isn't saying a thing. You have 
to SHOW and TELL why you are 
the best job candidate.  
 

SHOW your abilities! 
1) Post samples on your LinkedIn profile (in 

the Summary, Experience or Education 
section) by clicking “Add Media” and 
then uploading your document, photo, 
video or presentation from your 
computer or by clicking the   
Link button and then pasting  
in a link generated from one of 
LinkedIn’s supported providers. For 
example, you can add an online 
portfolio through Behance.net or videos 
or presentations using Slide Share.net. 
See best practice examples on page 13.  

 
 

Don’t have samples?  
Use this next tip … 
 
2) Go beyond the  

expected. When I  
graduated from college, I realized my 
tiny body of work was not strong 
enough to land an ad agency creative 
job. So, I created a campaign for a 
mythical product, a Wite-Out ®-type 
solution named Blunder Blender that 
dissolved errors without a residue.  

 

 
  
    I created a print ad, TV storyboard and 

radio script for the product, all of which 
I included in my portfolio. The effort 
paid off! Not only could agencies see 
that I could handle such projects, they 
were impressed that I had undertaken 
such extra work to prove my abilities. 
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Likewise, you can show off your abilities 
using samples even if you are not in a 
creative field. For example, accountants 
can show their flair for spreadsheets; 
contractors can display photos of their 
before and after construction projects; and 
financial advisers can share investment 
strategies. Invest in design or writing help 
if need be to make your samples shine. 
 
Think about it. How can you go beyond the 
expected to shine brightest to employers?  
 
3) Email samples to hiring companies. Also 

include your cover letter, resume and 
reference letters or list of your LinkedIn 
recommendations. 

 

 
 

Example of a list of LinkedIn recommendations. 
 
4) Show samples in job interviews, explain 

the part you played in their develop-
ment, and tell what quantifiable results 
came about because of your efforts. 

5) Know of influential people who can 
advocate on your behalf? Perhaps you 
know people with good connections at a 
target company? Ask them to call their 
contacts on your behalf. Prepare your 
advocates by sending them your resume 
and samples. Also ask former bosses or 
executives at past companies to vouch 
for you. Such recommendations can 
make a huge impression. 

 
6) Serve. To convince community movers 

and shakers you’ve got what it takes, 
serve on boards alongside them and 
participate in charitable events with 
them where your talents can shine. 
You’d be surprised by how many 
organizations would want your help! 

 
TELL your abilities! 
Sell yourself as if you were being paid to 
market you. Assume that you are one of 
hundreds of applicants and unless the 
hiring manager knows you and your 
abilities intimately, your good reputation 
WILL NOT precede you. To stand out: 
 
1) Use your resume to convince hiring 

companies. (See the Resume module)  
2) Redo your cover letter as taught earlier 

in this Deep Dive guide. 
3) Craft and practice your elevator speech 

(See the Networking module). 
4) Convince interviewers you are the best. 

Learn how in the Interviewing module. 
 
The bottom line:  
Don’t assume your work speaks for itself. 
SHOW and TELL hiring companies you can 
do the job better than anyone! See great 
sample examples on the next page. 
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Creative sample examples 
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Need a kick start to figure out the best way 
to gather and show your samples? Here 
are some thought starters spotlighting 
several types of occupations. 
 

Using Behance.net 
Behance.net is a great way to compile all 
of your work and education samples into 
one place and add copy to explain the 
purpose of the sample and the part that 
you paid in its creation. The site lets you 
generate a link to your portfolio so 
everyone can see your impressive work. 
 
To get started for free, establish an Adobe 
account by clicking “Log in” and then click 
Add Work > Add Project, then follow the 
prompts to upload files, name your project 
and compile your content and images. 
 

 
Simply create an Adobe account and upload your 
project files to Behance.net 
 
Once you have created your Behance 
portfolio, you will be prompted to create 
an URL (web address), which will be the 
permanent link to your portfolio. You can 
then share this link on your resume and 
cover letter, add it to your email signature, 
and paste it into the Add Media > Link box 
on your LinkedIn profile. The first screen 
will show on your profile and people can 
click through to see the rest. 

Behance Examples 

 
Architecture 

 
Medical illustrations or procedures 

 
Car design 

 
Landscaping or horticulture 

 
Personal trainer 



Presentation samples  

Want to display presentations that you 
created for work or school … or to prepare a 
presentation to show why you are the best 
candidate for the jobs you want? You can 
and it’s easy and free to do through 
Slideshare.net. Best of all, once you have 
uploaded your presentation to the 
Slideshare site, you can generate a link 
which you can then paste into the 
Summary, Experience or Education section 
of your LinkedIn profile. 
 
To get started, create a free profile on 
Slideshare.net. Then upload your 
presentation using PowerPoint, Prezi, or 
one of LinkedIn’s other supported 
presentation providers.  
   

 
Upload your presentation to Slideshare … 
 

 
… then, paste the web link that’s generated onto 
your LinkedIn profile through the Add Media > 
Link button. 
 

Even more ways to shine 
Embed.ly/providers is a site featuring more 
than 300 options that allow you to embed 
video, audio, photos, documents, and more 
onto your LinkedIn profile and elsewhere. 
Visit embed.ly/providers  to contemplate all 
the ways that you can post your samples 
online and establish free web links to share 
with potential employers. 

Slideshare Examples 

 
Visual Resume Presentation 

 
Explanatory Presentation 

 
Biographic Presentation 

 
Training Presentation 

 
Educational Presentation 
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Standing Out Through Other Means 

 

 
Create a video resume 
One great way to stand out is by creating a 
video resume. Share the web link that’s 
generated when you post it on sites like 
YouTube on your resume, cover letter and 
LinkedIn profile. Best practices include: 
 

Lights, camera …  
 Keep your video professional, 

interesting and brief (1-3 minutes). 

 Ensure that your video and audio are 
of good quality with adequate lighting 
and an external microphone rather 
than your computer’s internal mic. 

 Use an uncluttered background and 
minimize nearby noises. 

 

… And action! 
 Dress professionally 

 Smile, speak slowly and don’t fidget 

 State your name and the type of jobs 
that you want 

 Explain why you’re qualified 
 
Good video resume example: 
http://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=59kZDAt_UoA  
 

Create a job search web site 
 Search Panabee.com for an available 

domain name then buy the domain 
name using Go Daddy or similar (when 
you click to buy an available domain 
name on Panabee, it will take you to Go 
Daddy to purchase the domain name).  

 If possible, buy a domain with your first 
and last name. Often such names are 
only 99 cents. 

 

 
 Establish your site on Blogger.com, 

WIX.com, WordPress, or similar. (WIX is 
easiest, Blogger is relatively easy and 
WordPress is more complex, but also 
more versatile). All have templates that 
make establishing a site fairly simple. 

 Add and maintain valuable content. 

 Link your domain name to your newly 
established web site. By doing so, you 
can shorten your site name from 
something like kathybernard.wix.com 
to just kathybernard.com.  

 Use your web address on your cover 
letter, resume and LinkedIn profile... 
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Need extra help crafting your cover letter, emails or samples? 
Contact Susan@WiserU.com to learn about options. 
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Module 4 Deep Dive! Assignment: 

Cover Letters, Emails & Samples 
Now that you’ve learned about the many ways to make the most of your cover letter and other application 
materials, let’s review what you’ve learned and put it into practice. 
 
Quick Quiz: 
 
1) What percentage of cover letters are read by employers? ____________________________ (See page 2)  

2) Complete this sentence: Don't just change your cover letter for each opening ... ____________________!  
Why is making this additional change so important? (See page 2) 

3) If name of the recipient of your cover letter is unknown, what are the various ways to address him/her: 

 Dear _________  

 Dear _________  

 Dear _________ 

 To _____ it may ________ or  

 ____ or ______ (See page 2) 
 

4) According to page 4, you can draw attention to your qualifications on your cover letter by including a 
_________________, in which you list the main job requirements in the left column and your related 
_________________ in the right column. 

5) If you work in an environment where you can't accept calls easily, what should you do? 
___________________________________________________________________________ (See page 4) 

6) What wording should you use to request an interview in your cover letter? ______________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________  (See page 5) 

7) What is often the most read part of your cover letter? _______________________________ (See page 5) 

8) For what reasons do recruiters regularly reject job candidates? ________________________ (See page 5) 

9) According to page 8, how can you increase your chances of getting hired by using email? ____________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________.  

10)  Also according to page 8, the more LinkedIn connections that you have, the greater access that you will 
have to _______________________________________________________________________________. 

11) If the LinkedIn system prevents you from viewing a person's full profile, what should you do? __________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________ (See page 9) 

12)  What do you put into the Google search box to find a hiring manager's email address? ______________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ (See page 9). 
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13) If you can't find the person's email address online, what should you do? __________________________  
      ___________________________________________________________________________ (See page 9) 

14)  When you send an employer an email message, what three things should you emphasize? ____________ 
      ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

15) According to page 10, what is the most important thing that you should let the recipient know? ________ 
      ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

16)  How can you always make sure to include your attachments? ___________________________________ 
       __________________________________________________________________________ (See page 10) 

17)  What 4 elements should be included in your email signature?  

1. __________________________________________________________________ 
2. __________________________________________________________________ 
3. __________________________________________________________________ 
4. __________________________________________________________________ 

 
18) According to page 10, what are the 3 ways that your call to the hiring manager will be answered?  

 
                          1. ___________________________________________________________________ 
                          2.____________________________________________________________________ 
                          3. ___________________________________________________________________ 

19) According to page 12, what companies should you not call? ________________________________ 

20)  According to page 13, in what 3 sections of your LinkedIn profile can you add media, such as documents, 
photos, links, videos, and presentations?  
 
                          1. ___________________________________________________________________ 
                          2.____________________________________________________________________ 
                          3. ___________________________________________________________________ 

21)  What site, featured on page 15, will let you create a free online portfolio that you can link to your 
LinkedIn profile? _______________________________________________________________________ 

22)  What site, featured on page 16, will let you upload your presentations so that people can view them on 
your LinkedIn profile? ___________________________________________________________________ 

23)  What site mentioned on page 16 allows you to embed videos, audio clips, photos, documents, and more 
onto LinkedIn profile and elsewhere? _______________________________________________________  

24)  What are two ways detailed on page 17 that allow you to stand out as a top job seeker? 
 
                          1. ___________________________________________________________________ 
                          2.____________________________________________________________________ 
 

25)  What site can you use to find available domain names? _____________________________ (See page 17)  
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